PORTA PORTFOLIO
OPEN UP TO POSSIBILITIES
Dear Sir/Madam,

It has already been 25 years since PORTA entered the woodwork market. When I look at a rich history of the company, I can see in the first place a dynamic development that accompanies the company from the beginning.

The current leader of the market used to be a small door producer, hiring few people. Today PORTA has a fully automated machine park with almost 2000 employees in 5 factories. Selling doors all over the world, PORTA has gained the opinion of reliable and stable business partner. Our present position motivates and encourages further development of our innovative manufacturing and sales expansion worldwide.

With a great pleasure I would like to present the new PORTA’s portfolio. I believe that this publication will provide you with useful information that will help to understand PORTA better.

Jacek Sarnowski
President of PORTA GROUP
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ABOUT PORTA

OUR DOOR IN EVERY HOUSE

Each month, tens of thousands of new Porta doors are sold in Poland and Europe. For over 25 years we have produced more than 12 million door leaves and door frames. Our doors have been installed in many prestigious buildings designed by leading architects and designers. 25 years of experience have provided us with excellent knowledge of market needs which allows us to set the highest standards in the industry.

OPEN UP TO POSSIBILITIES

Our products are created by highly qualified specialists, full of passion and professionalism. We are open to our customers creativity, providing a market leading offer of customized products with parameters tailored to individual needs.
Porta's achievements would not be possible without people working in the company, especially without skilled carpenters, mechanicians, engineers, designers and managers. Qualified and committed staff provides high level of service. Thanks to those people, Porta may focus on its main objectives which are global expansion of distribution and sales network and constant adaptation to customer’s needs.
THE HISTORY OF PORTA IS CHARACTERIZED BY CONTINOUS DEVELOPMENT, BOTH IN TERMS OF GEOGRAPHICAL EXPANSION AND INTRODUCTION OF NEW, INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS.

1992
After returning from France to Poland, Jacek Sarnowski founds Porta company, a door manufacturer. First factory is located in Bolszewo. In the beginning there are less than 10 employees.

2000
PORTA KMI SYSTEM, a modern factory where wooden door frames are being produced, is established in Elk.

2001
Another factory in Elk, PORTA KMI METAL, metal door frame manufacturer, and a new one in Suwałki, PORTA KMI FORNIR, natural veneered door manufacturer, are founded.
TIMELINE OF THE COMPANY’S HISTORY

2003
Activity expansion in Europe; there is a new company set up in Arad, Romania, PORTA KMI ROMANIA SRL.

2005
There is an official opening of the first PORTA factory in Romania.

2009
A new door frame section is established in PORTA KMI FORNIR in Suwałki.

2016
There is a new factory PORTA STEEL founded in Elk. The new factory is a highly advanced technological machine park manufacturing Porta steel products.
TODAY PORTA HAS FOUR PLANTS IN POLAND AND ONE IN ROMANIA

PORTA KMI POLAND, Bolszewo
headquarter, production of synthetic door leaves

PORTA KMI DREWNO, Suwałki
production of natural veneered door leaves and door frames, door frames and door leaves varnished in UV technology, interior and exterior entrance wooden doors

PORTA KMI SYSTEM, Elk
production of synthetic door leaves and door frames

PORTA KMI STEEL, Elk
production of metal door leaves and frames

PORTA KMI ROMANIA, Arad
production of synthetic frames and doors for southern part of Europe
No.1 door manufacturer in East and Middle Europe

Employment: approx. 1800 people

Manufacturing plants: 5

Monthly capacity: 85 000 leaves, 65 500 frames

Production & warehouse area: 120 000 m²

Sales per year: 80 mln EUR

Export share: 25% to 44 countries
Door sales is not a simple process and requires explanations in order to meet clients’ expectations. For this reason, PORTA door systems are only available from authorized partners with prestigious showrooms equipped with displays and aesthetically presenting our products. For decades, PORTA has cooperated with specialized merchants and tradesmen. Many of these business relationships have grown over decades and have proven their value also in times of crisis.

Today, PORTA products are sold through a network of almost 100 authorized dealers in the territory of Poland and around 120 dealers abroad. PORTA dealers cooperate with Authorized Points of Sales, and that is why PORTA products are available throughout the world. In 2013 PORTA KMI POLAND has initiated an innovative formula of cyclical events for all dealers in order to share views, discuss and improve relations with our partners. PORTA Fairs were organized on our factories’ site – in Bolszewo and Elk – for all business partners from all over the world.
25% of the company’s revenues come from export sales
OUR OFFER INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF BRANDS:

Porta Doors, the main brand of Porta Group, is popular and appreciated for its versatile and complex door offer dedicated to residential, commercial offices and public buildings. www.portadoors.com

The doors offered by this brand present simplicity and modernity in design at a competitive price. This is an excellent choice for the followers of interior design trends with a limited budget. www.vertedoors.com
QUALITY CONFIRMED BY TESTS AND TRIALS

We offer a possibility of matching technical parameters available in our door offer with various types of finishing, patterns and sizes according to customer’s project. Every product is approved by our high-qualified engineers, by multiple tests and individual certificates.

SMOKE CONTROL

SOUND PROOFNESS

FIRE RESISTANCE

MECHANICAL STRENGTH CLASS

COLOUR
Match door colour to its future environment.

PATTERN
Match door pattern to the function and style of the room.

FUNCTION
Select door utility features according to the room and building.

PARAMETERS
Select door parameters according to project needs.
THE PORTA DOOR FACTORY IS ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS AND INNOVATIVE DOOR MANUFACTURERS IN POLAND AND ABROAD
The enterprise is characterized by well-equipped production facilities and computer-controlled manufacturing, a comprehensive production control and a wide-ranging consultancy and sales network.

Porta has always profited from the advantages of industrial production. Its know-how in the doors field, acquired over decades, and high product quality are its key success factors.

Porta uses Lean Manufacturing to guide all production processes to focus mainly on values defined by customers. The idea is to increase the efficiency of the whole factory to satisfy our customers.

The guarantee of high quality of Porta products are certificates obtained from accredited research institutes. With these documents we can be sure that products meet standards that apply in various conditions.

**PORTA GROUP HAS BEEN AWARDED WITH MANY PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES**

**WE ARE ALSO PROUD OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT AWARDS RECEIVED DURING MANY YEARS, E.G:**

- Consumer Quality Leader 2016
- The Woodwork Market Leader 2015
- TOP DESIGN award 2015
- Woodwork Market Lider 2014
- Superbrand 2013/2014
- Created in Poland Superbrands 2013/2014
- Golden Building Brand of the year 2012
- Building Brand of the year 2010
- Joinery Market Leader 2009
- High Repute Brand 2007
REFERENCES

Belarus, Minsk, BelVEB Bank

Poland, Gdansk, Shakespeare Theatre

Malta, Seashells Resort at Suncrest

Poland, Kraków, Centrum Kongresowe ICE Kraków